Proceedings of the Mandal Educational Officer, M.P Muidnepalli
Present: Sri. S.Subrhamanyeswara Rao

No. Dt.

Ref: 1.G.O.Ms.No. 96. Dt. 20/05/2011
2.G.O.(P) No. 52 /Fin and Planning(FW:PC-1) Dept.,Dt. 25/02/2010
4.Application of the Individual

ORDER

In the G.O. 1st cited above that Government has modified the Present 8/16/24 Years Automatic Advancement Scheme and introduced 6/12/18/24 Years Automatic Advancement Scheme w.e.f 01.02.2010 vide reference 1st cited.

In terms of the conditions and Rules laid down in the Govt. Orders Cited above the Pay of G.Rajendra Prasad, Secondary Grade Teacher, MPUP School, Vadavalli, Mandal Muidnepalli is here by fixed in the post of SPP-IA after successful completion of twelve years of eligible Service.

1) Date of Joining in the Secondary Grade Teacher Post : 19/1/2002
2) Academic Qualifications : M.A
3) Professional Qualifications : B.Ed
4) Whether Departmental Tests Passed :
5) E.O.L Availed during Twelve Years : 63 Days
6) Date of Completion of Twelve Years of Service Excluding E.O.L : 22/3/2014
7) Date of Appointment in to SPP-IA Scale allowed : 23/3/2014
8) Scale & Pay as on 22/3/2014 : 11530-33200
                             14050/-
9) Scale & Pay as on 23/3/2014 in SPP-IA Scale : 14860-39540
                             14860/-
10) Date of Next Increment : 1/3/2015

Further the individual is informed that if any excess payment is noticed due to erroneous fixation of pay the same will be recovered from the concerned and when deducted by the authorities concerned in during the course of audit without any prior notice and pay will be revised accordingly. The necessary entries taken into the original service register.

Copy to STO
Copy to the individual

Mandal Educational Officer
M.P Muidnepalli
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